Using Functions

- Functions package up computation ... when do we use them? All the time.
- Write some simple code to achieve a goal ...

```java
void setup() {
    size(300, 300);
    background(102);
    noStroke();
    fill(255, 255, 0);
}

void draw() {
    rect(100, 100, 50, 50);
}
```
To put the rectangle in different places, we “parameterize” the position, that is, use input to the function to place the rectangle.

```cpp
void setup( ) {
  size(300, 300);
  background(102);
  noStroke( );
  fill(255,255,0);
}

void draw( ) {
  rec(100, 100);
}

void rec(float x, float y) {
  rect(x, y, 50, 50);
}
Once Created, Use It Everywhere

- Now we quit thinking of drawing a rectangle, but now think of placing a 50x50 rectangle

```java
void setup( ) {
  size(300, 300);
  background(102);
  noStroke( );
}

void draw( ) {
  fill(255,255,0);
  for (int i=0; i< 5; i++) {
    rec(60*i, 50);
  }
  fill(255,0,0);
  rec(mouseX, mouseY);
}

void rec(float x, float y) {
  rect(x, y, 50, 50);
}```
Return to last lecture for two slides on the topic of parameters ...

**Parameters**: Customize each function call to a specific situation – they are the input to the function

- *Parameters* are the names of the input values used inside of the procedure body
- *Arguments* are the values from outside to be used for each of the parameters
Notice that if the DEFINITION has \( n \) parameters, the CALL needs \( n \) arguments.

The parameters and arguments correspond.

Inside of the function, the parameter, e.g. \( xbase \), is declared and initialized to the corresponding argument, e.g. 80. Then, the definition uses it, e.g.

\[
\text{rect}(80, 40+10, 20, 40)
\]
Parameters

- Parameters are automatically declared (and initialized) on a call, and remain in existence as long as the function remains unfinished.
- When the function ends, the parameters vanish, only to be recreated on the next call.
- It is wise to choose parameter names, e.g. x-b-a-s-e that are meaningful to you.
  - I chose xbase as the orientation point of the figure in the x direction.
  - Notice that I used that name a lot, and the meaning to me remained the same.
We said (it was the 2\textsuperscript{nd} day of class) that a function definition has 3 parts: name, params, body

- Name is critical: it names the “concept” created by the function
- Parameters are critical: they customize a function to many cases
- Body is critical: it defines how the function works

- Function uses (calls) have 2 parts: name, args
  - Name is critical: says what concept you will use
  - Arguments are critical: says how this case handled
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Not All Information Is Discrete

- Analogue information directly applies physical phenomena, e.g. vinyl records
Analog Signals Become Discrete

Sampling the wave ...

Sound pressure
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Analog is needed for the “real world”
Digital is best for “information world”

- Can be modified, enhanced, remixed, etc
- Shared, stored permanently, reproduced, ...
Facts about physical representation:
- Information is represented by the presence or absence of a physical phenomenon (PandA)
  - Hole punched in a card; no hole [Hollerith]
  - Dog barks in the night; no barking in the night [Holmes]
  - Wire is electrically charged; wire is neutral
  - ETC
- Abstract all these cases with 0 and 1; it unifies them so we don’t have to consider the details
Bits Work For Arithmetic

- Binary is sufficient for number representation (place/value) and arithmetic
  - The number base is 2, instead of 10
  - Binary addition is just like addition in any other base except it has fewer cases ... better for circuits
  - All arithmetic and standard calculations have binary equivalents
- We conclude: bits “work” for quantities
Bytes – 8 bits in a row

- Bytes illustrate that bits can be grouped in sequence to generate unique patterns
  - 2 bits in sequence, $2^2 = 4$ patterns: 00, 01, 10, 11
  - 4 bits in sequence, $2^4 = 8$ patterns: 0000, 0001, ...
  - 8 bits in sequence, $2^8=256$ patterns: 0000 0000, ...
- ASCII groups 8 bits in sequence
  - They seem to be assigned intelligently, but they’re just patterns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ASCII</th>
<th>0000</th>
<th>0001</th>
<th>0010</th>
<th>0011</th>
<th>0100</th>
<th>0101</th>
<th>0110</th>
<th>0111</th>
<th>1000</th>
<th>1001</th>
<th>1010</th>
<th>1011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 1</td>
<td>0 0 1 0</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
<td>0 1 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 0 0 1</td>
<td>1 0 1 0</td>
<td>1 0 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
<td>% % % %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Representing Anything

- Compare binary arithmetic to ASCII
  - Binary encodes the positions to make using the information (numbers) easy, like for addition
  - ASCII assigns some pattern to each letter
- Given any finite set of things – colors, computer addresses, English words, etc.
  - We might figure out a smart way to represent them as bits – colors can give light intensity of RGB
  - We can just assign patterns, and manipulate them by pattern matching – red can be 0000 0001, dark red 0000 0010, etc.
What does this represent:
0000 0000 1111 0001 0000 1000 0010 0000?
You don’t know until you how it was encoded
- As a binary number: 15,796,256
- As a color, RGB(241,8,32)
- As a computer instruction: Add 1, 7, 17
- As ASCII: 𝑛, 𝑏, í, <space>
- IP Address: 0.241.8.32
- Hexadecimal number: 00 F1 08 20
- ... → to infinity and beyond
This is the principle:

Bias-free Universal Medium Principle:
Bits can represent all discrete information; bits have no inherent meaning
Summary

- Analog information must be made discrete (digitized) before it can be processed by computers ... this is done by A/D converter
- The reverse process lets us hear it: D/A
- Bits are sufficient to encode all discrete information
- Bits have no inherent meaning, so they can be used for anything